
Jewish thought pays little attention to inner tranquility and peace of mind.  The feeling of “behold, I have

arrived” could well undermine the capacity to continue, suggesting as it does that the Infinite can be reached

in a finite number of steps.  In fact, the very concept of the Divine as infinite implies an activity that is endless,

of which one must never grow weary.  At every rung of [the] ascent, the penitent, like any person who follows

the way of God, perceives mainly the remoteness.  Only in looking back can one obtain some idea of the

distance already covered, of the degree of progress.  Repentance does not bring a sense of serenity or of

completing but stimulates a reaching out in further effort.
- Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz, The Thirteen Petalled Rose

On this journey our soul will awaken to itself.  We will venture from innocence to sin and back to innocence

again.  This is a journey from denial to awareness, from self-deception to judgment.  We will learn our Divine

Name.  We will move from self-hatred to self-forgiveness, from anger to healing, from hard-heartedness to

brokenheartedness.  This is the journey the soul takes to transform itself and to evolve, the journey from

boredom and staleness—from deadness—to renewal… It is the journey from little mind to big mind, from

confinement in the ego to a sense of ourselves as a part of something larger.  It is the journey from isolation to a

sense of our intimate connection to all being…

Every soul needs to express itself.  Every heart needs to crack itself open.  Every one of us needs to move from

anger to healing, from denial to consciousness, from boredom to renewal.  These needs did not arise yesterday. 

They are among the most ancient of human yearnings, and they are fully expressed in the pageantry and ritual

of the Days of Awe, in the great journey we make between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.                 

Yizkor

Ben Zoma says: Who is honored? 
The one who gives honor to others… 

(Talmud - Avot 4:1)

 Remember

Meditations

- Rabbi Alan Lew



Psalm 23

Will you hear my voice, you who are far from me?

Will you hear my voice, wherever you are;

A voice calling aloud, a voice silently weeping,

Endlessly demanding a blessing.

This busy world is vast, its ways are many;

Paths meet for a moment, then part forever;

A man goes on searching, but his feet stumble,

He cannot find that which he has lost.

Perhaps my last day is already drawing near,

Drawing close are the tears of parting.

I will wait for you till my days flicker out,

Like Rachel waiting for her beloved.    

 -Rachel

Rabbi Joshua ben Levi taught:
Great is peace; peace is to the world as leaven is to dough.

And thus we learn: peace is not passivity; a state of restful inertia.  
Peace is the fermenting energy, 

the source of creative and expansive growth.
When there is peace in the world, human talents may blossom and all are enriched.

When there is peace in a family, all members may grow to fulfill their potential.
When there is peace in our soul, 

we are free to express all the gifts within us.

God heals the broken heart
and binds up our wounds.  

– Psalm 147:3

I believe with complete faith
that the human soul was

beautiful when it was breathed
into the individual by God
and is therefore eternal.  

– Moses Maimonides

A psalm of David.  Adonai is my shepherd;  I lack nothing. God makes me lie down in green
pastures; God leads me to water in places of repose; God renews my life;  God guides me in

right paths as for the sake of God's name. 

Though I walk through a valley of deepest darkness, I fear no harm, for You are with me; 
 Your rod and Your staff—they comfort me. You spread a table for me before my enemies; 

 You anoint my head with oil;  my cup runs over. Only goodness and steadfast love shall
pursue me all the days of my life, and I shall dwell in the house of Adonai forever.



Yizkor

Avinu Malkeinu—Hear our voice:

Some of us have cancer.

Some have lost strength of body; 

some have lost memory and speech.

Some of us are in pain. Some cannot find work.

Some of us bear the marks of human cruelty—inside,

where the scars do not show.

Some live with depression; 

some battle addiction; many feel alone.

Some have known shattered marriages, trust

betrayed, hopes destroyed.

Some of us have lost the ones we love, far too soon.

And some have lost a child.

All of us have seen suffering in our midst.

All of us know the ravages of war—for which there are

no words.

Time alone cannot heal our sorrow and can even make it progress to a deeper estrangement. Time heals only if

we have reached the stage of convalescence, and reaching that stage requires surgery – an opening up, a

radical excision.  Then, slowly and gently, the body and soul knits together the torn fiber of being.  We

experience two distinct pains, one physical and the other, more threatening, metaphysical.  The second of

these takes the form of the question, “What does this mean?”  If we choose to suppress the second pain and

dull or ignore the first, then time will increase the distress.  However troubling it may be, we must see the pain

as a gift, and we ignore it at great risk.  So we must feel both kinds of pain fully enter into the question boldly,

and struggle with it tenaciously.  The question cannot be answered on the cognitive level (“I know that loss is

part of the human condition; it is not a sign that God no longer cares for me”) any more than a malignancy can

be excised cognitively.  Our perception of God’s Presence and caring engagement is visceral.  In our mourning

we must first define the questions, always proceeding at a deliberate pace.  Then we will be ready to receive

the answers that will come not as words but as experience – as a living stream that makes the wait healing.

Adapted from Carol Ochs

Meditations
Avinu Malkeinu, why?
Avinu Malkeinu, are you there? 
Do you care?
Avinu Malkeinu, hear our pain.
Hear our anger.  
Hear our grief.
Avinu Malkeinu, here is our prayer:
Give us the strength to go on.
Give us reasons to get up each day; 
give us purpose and persistence.
Help us to fend off fear and hold on to hope.
Help us to be kind.
Do not make us bow or grovel for your favor.  

Give us dignity and give us courage.
Avinu Malkeinu—
Show us the way to a year of goodness.
Renew our belief that the world can be better.
Restore our faith in life.  
Restore our faith in you.



My version of the [23rd] Psalm’s second line would read, 

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall often want.  I shall yearn, I shall long, I shall aspire.  

I shall continue to miss the people and the abilities that are taken from my life as loved ones die

and skills diminish.  I shall probe the empty spaces in my life like a tongue probing a missing

tooth.  But I will never feel deprived or diminished if I do not get what I yearn for,

because I know how blessed I am by what I have.

My cup runneth over…Our ability to receive God’s blessings with thanksgiving will never

outstrip God’s ability to bless us.  For those who have cultivated the habit of gratitude, no matter

how large a bowl we set out to receive God’s blessings, it will always overflow. 

-Harold Kushner

To love somebody is not just a strong feeling—it is a

decision, it is a judgment, it is a promise.  If love were

only a feeling there would be no basis for the promise

to love each other for ever.  A feeling comes and it may

go.  How can I judge that it will stay forever, when my

act does not involve judgment and decision? 

-Erich Fromm, The Art of Loving

Said Rabbi Shimon ben Pazi: 

The soul fills the body, 

as God fills the world.  

The soul sees and is not seen, as God sees and

is not seen.  The soul nourishes the body, as

God nourishes the whole world.  

The soul is pure in the body, even as God is

pure in the world.  

The soul abides in the innermost recesses, as

God abides in the innermost part of the world.  

Let the soul come forth and praise the One

whose essence it shares.

-Based on Talmud B’rachot 10a

Do not fear death.  It is just a
matter of going from one room to

another, ultimately to the most
beautiful room.

  
– Rabbi Menachem Mendl of Kotzk

When we are dead, and people weep for us and grieve, let it be because we touched
their lives with beauty and simplicity.  Let it not be said that life was good to us,

but, rather, that we were good to life.
-Jacob P Rudin

“Love is as strong as death.”  
Song of Songs 8:6



May God remember forever my dear ones . . . . 
who have gone to their eternal rest. 

May they be at one 
with the One who is life eternal. 

May the beauty of their lives 
shine for evermore, 

and may my life always bring honor 
to their memory. 

 Remember

Yizkor

I lift up my eyes to the hills... 

My help comes from Adonai,  Maker of heaven and earth.

Adonai is my shepherd, I shall not
want. You make me to lie down in

green pastures, lead me beside still
waters. You restore my soul.I am ever mindful of Adonai's presence; 

God is at my right hand; I shall never be shaken.

We are like a breath; 
whose days 

are like a passing
shadow.

And I shall dwell 
in the house of Adonai 

forever.


